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1 Introduction
The main goal of the ALICE [1{3] Collaboration is to study strongly-interacting matter at
the high energy density and temperature reached in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions at
the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In such collisions, the formation of a deconned
state of quarks and gluons, the Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP), is predicted by Quantum
ChromoDynamic (QCD) calculations on the lattice [4{8]. Moreover, chiral symmetry is
expected to be restored in the QGP phase [9, 10].
Electron-positron pairs are produced at all stages of the collision. Since they are not
aected by the strong interaction, they can escape from the dense medium without nal-
state interaction, and are suited to probe the entire time evolution and dynamics of the
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system. At low invariant masses of the dielectron pairs (mee < 1.1 GeV/c
2), e+e  spec-
tra are sensitive to the properties of vector mesons , !, and  in the medium. The
 meson has a shorter lifetime ( 1.3 fm/c in its rest frame) than that of the medium
( 10 fm/c [11]). Therefore, its spectral function, which can be measured through its dielec-
tron decay channel, is aected by the dense medium and the predicted restoration of chiral
symmetry [12{14]. Thermal radiation emitted by the system, both during the partonic and
hadronic phase [9, 10], contributes to the dielectron yield over a broad mass range. In the
intermediate-mass region (IMR, 1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2), the measurement of thermal di-
electrons from the QGP is very challenging at the LHC due to the dominant contribution
of e+e  pairs from semileptonic decays of charm and beauty hadrons, correlated through
avour conservation.1 The continuum produced by these decays is sensitive to the energy
loss [15{19] and the degree of thermalisation of charm and beauty quarks in the medium,
as well as the heavy-quark hadronisation mechanism, e.g. recombination of heavy quarks
with light quarks from the thermalised medium [20{22]. To single out the interesting signal
characteristics of the QGP, it is crucial to understand the dielectron yield from primordial
heavy-avour production. The latter can be studied in proton-proton (pp) collisions, which
serve as a reference for the analysis of heavy-ion collisions and provide a test for perturbative
QCD (pQCD) calculations and Monte Carlo (MC) event generators. Complementary to
single-electron or D meson measurements, the yield of correlated e+e  pairs from charm-
hadron decays contains information about kinematical correlations between the c and c
quarks, i.e. the production mechanisms, and is sensitive to soft heavy-avour production.
At the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), the PHENIX and STAR Collaborations
found that the dielectron production in pp collisions at
p
s = 200 GeV is well described
by a cocktail of expected hadronic sources [23{25]. In addition, PHENIX measured the
total cc and bb cross sections in pp and d-Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV by tting the
spectra of e+e  pairs from heavy-avour hadron decays simultaneously in mee and pair
transverse momentum pT;ee [26, 27]. At this energy and in the PHENIX acceptance, the
yield from correlated pairs from beauty-hadron decays dominates across all mass regions
for pT;ee > 2.5 GeV/c, whereas the cc contribution is preeminent for mee < 3 GeV/c
2 and
pT;ee < 2 GeV/c. The extraction of the heavy-avour cross sections, in particular the to-
tal cc cross section, depends nevertheless on the event generator used to extrapolate the
measurements to full phase space. Finally, at lower masses (mee < 0.3 GeV/c
2) and high
pT;ee (pT;ee > 1 GeV/c), i.e. the quasi-real virtual-photon region where the pT;ee of the dilep-
ton pair is much larger than its mass (p2T;ee  m2ee), the measured e+e  yield was used to
study the production of virtual direct photons. The corresponding yield of real direct pho-
tons in pp and d-Au collisions is reproduced by next-to-leading order perturbative quantum
chromodynamic (NLO pQCD) calculations [24, 28]. At the LHC, no signicant signal of di-
rect photons for pT < 16 GeV/c could be extracted from the inclusive photon measurements
in pp collisions at
p
s = 2.76 TeV and 8 TeV by the ALICE Collaboration [29]. However,
the results are consistent with expectations from NLO pQCD calculations, which predict a
smaller contribution of direct photons to the inclusive photon spectrum with increasing
p
s.
1These contributions are referred to as charm/beauty or cc/bb contributions throughout this paper.
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In heavy-ion collisions, a strong enhancement at low invariant mass of dilepton pairs
(mll < 1 GeV/c
2) is observed at dierent energies, at the Super Proton Synchroton (SPS)
by the CERES and NA60 Collaborations [30{35] and at RHIC energies by the PHENIX and
STAR Collaborations [24, 36{38]. The data can be explained by thermal radiation of the
hadronic phase, dominated by the  meson, which appears strongly broadened [39{47] with
essentially no change of the pole mass. This broadening is consistent with chiral symmetry
restoration [14]. At RHIC, the data show a further excess of the direct-photon yield over the
pp expectation, which is exponential in pT with an inverse slope T of about 221 MeV [24].
This excess can be attributed to thermal radiation from the partonic and/or hadronic
phase [46, 48, 49]. At the LHC, a similar enhancement of the direct-photon production,
with T  297 MeV, is observed in central Pb-Pb collisions at psNN = 2.76 TeV [50]. In the
IMR, a signicant excess over the yield from semileptonic decays of heavy-avour hadrons is
found at the SPS [34, 35, 51, 52], whereas at RHIC the data can be fairly well described by
calculations including heavy-avour contributions estimated in pp collisions and scaled with
the number of binary collisions [24, 36{38]. At the SPS, the NA60 Collaboration showed,
by using precise vertex information, that the excess is associated with a prompt source,
as opposed to +  pairs from D mesons that decay further away from the interaction
point [51]. The analysis of the pT;-spectra, with the extraction of the slope parameter
Te as a function of m, revealed that the IMR is dominated by an early source of
dileptons, i.e. partonic radiation, where radial ow is negligible [52]. Models including
thermal radiation from the QGP [39, 41, 42, 53] can reproduce the data in the IMR.
In this paper, the rst measurement of the e+e  pair production in pp collisions atp
s = 7 TeV with ALICE at the LHC is presented. The invariant yield is studied within the
central barrel acceptance of ALICE (jej < 0.8) as a function of mee (mee < 3.3 GeV/c2),
pT;ee (pT;ee < 8 GeV/c), and DCAee (DCAee < 10), i.e. the average distance of closest
approach of the reconstructed electron and positron tracks to the collision vertex, nor-
malised to its resolution. The latter allows the prompt and non-prompt dielectron sources
to be separated and provides an additional variable to disentangle the contributions from
cc (with c  150m for D mesons) and bb (with c  470m for B mesons). The data
are compared with a cocktail of expected e+e  sources from known hadrons based on
measured cross sections. Correlated pairs from heavy-avour hadron decays are calculated
with two dierent MC event generators, PYTHIA [54] and POWHEG [55{58]. Finally, the
relative contribution of virtual direct photons is shown and compared with NLO pQCD
calculations.
This article is organised as follows: the experimental apparatus and data sample used
in the analysis are presented in section 2. The analysis strategy, including the electron iden-
tication, the background subtraction, and the eciency corrections are described in sec-
tion 3, together with the associated systematic uncertainties. In section 4, the procedures
used to calculate the expected dielectron cross section from the known hadronic sources
are explained. The results, i.e. the invariant mass spectrum, the pT;ee and DCAee distribu-
tions, are nally presented and discussed in section 5. In the same section, the charm and
beauty total cross sections, as well as the fraction of direct photons to inclusive photons,
are extracted from the data.
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2 Experimental apparatus and data sample
The ALICE apparatus and its performance are described in detail in [1{3, 59]. In the
following, only the subsystems relevant for the dielectron analysis are briey discussed.
Electrons2 are reconstructed and identied at mid-rapidity (jej < 0.8) in the central barrel
of ALICE with the Inner Tracking System (ITS), the Time Projection Chamber (TPC),
and the Time-Of-Flight system (TOF). These detectors are located inside a large solenoidal
magnet that provides a uniform magnetic eld of B = 0:5 T along the beam direction.
The ITS [60] is the detector closest to the beam axis. It is composed of six cylindrical
layers of silicon detectors, with radial distances ranging from 3.9 cm to 43 cm. The two
innermost layers are equipped with Silicon Pixel Detectors (SPD). The two intermediate
layers consist of Silicon Drift Detectors (SDD), and the two outermost layers are made
of Silicon Strip Detectors (SSD). The high spatial resolution of the silicon sensors allows
the Distance-of-Closest-Approach (DCA) of the track to the reconstructed collision vertex
(primary vertex) to be measured. The DCA resolution in the plane transverse to the beam
direction is better than 75m for charged particles with transverse momenta pT > 1 GeV/c.
Moreover, the four SDD and SSD layers provide charged-particle identication via the
measurement of their specic energy loss dE/dx.
At larger radii (85 < r < 247 cm), a 500 cm long cylindrical TPC [61] provides iden-
tication of charged particles and reconstruction of their trajectories. Up to 159 three-
dimensional space points per track, which corresponds to the number of pad rows in one
TPC sector out of 18 in azimuth, are recorded and used to estimate the dE/dx of charged
particles in the gas. The dE/dx resolution in pp collisions is about 5.2% for minimum-
ionising particles passing through the full detector [59].
The charged-particle identication capability of the TPC and ITS is supplemented by
the TOF [62], which is located at a radial distance of 3.7 m from the beam axis. It provides
a measurement of the time of ight for particles from the interaction point up to the detec-
tor itself. The event collision time is either measured with the T0 detector, which consists
of two arrays of Cherenkov counters located at z = +375 cm and z =  72:7 cm from the
nominal interaction point, or estimated using the particle arrival times at the TOF for
events with suciently large multiplicity [59]. Due to their curved paths in the magnetic
eld of the solenoidal magnet, charged particles need a minimum pT of about 300 MeV/c to
reach the TOF detector. Since the TOF matching eciency is of the order of 30% at a pT of
500 MeV/c, the TOF information is used in this analysis only if the particle has an associ-
ated hit in the TOF detector, otherwise the particle is identied with the ITS and TPC only.
The V0 detector [63], used for triggering, consists of two arrays of 32 scintillators each,
placed around the beam vacuum tube on either side of the interaction region at z =  90 cm
and z = +340 cm. The two arrays cover the pseudorapidity ranges 2:8 <  < 5:1 (V0A)
and  3:7 <  <  1:7 (V0C), respectively.
The data used in this paper were recorded with ALICE at the LHC during the pp run
at
p
s = 7 TeV in 2010. Minimum bias (MB) collisions were triggered by requiring at
least one hit in the SPD or in one of the two forward scintillator systems V0A and V0C.
2The term `electron' is used for both electrons and positrons throughout this paper.
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In addition, the timing information from the V0 and the correlation between the number
of hits and track segments in the SPD detector were used oine to remove background
from beam-gas interactions. The primary vertex is reconstructed by extrapolating charged-
particle tracks in the TPC and ITS to the beam line. It is required to be within 10 cm
of the nominal interaction point along the beam direction in order to provide a uniform
pseudo-rapidity acceptance of the detectors. A total of 370 million pp events at
p
s = 7 TeV
pass the oine event selection criteria, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of Lint
= (6.00.2) nb 1 [64].
3 Data analysis
3.1 Electron identication
The strategy to identify electrons relies on a combination of tracking and particle iden-
tication (PID) information from dierent detectors in the central barrel. Reconstructed
charged-particle tracks in the ITS and TPC are selected in jj < 0.8 and pT > 0.2 GeV/c.
For the DCAee analysis, the tracks must have a pT > 0.4 GeV/c to assure a sucient
separation between prompt and non-prompt e+e  sources. The DCA resolution worsens
at low pT and is larger than 150m for tracks reconstructed in the ITS and TPC with
pT < 0.35 GeV/c [59], which is of the same order of magnitude as the decay length of the
D0 and Ds mesons (c  122.9 and 149.9m, respectively). The tracks are required to
have at least 100 out of a maximum of 159 reconstructed space points in the TPC with at
least 100 crossed pad-rows, while the ITS track segments must have a hit in at least 5 of
the 6 detector layers. The maximum 2 per space point in the TPC (ITS) from the track
t must be less than 4 (4.5). Only tracks with a DCA to the primary vertex smaller than
1 cm in the xy-plane and 3 cm along the z-axis are accepted. To suppress electron tracks
from photon conversions in the detector material at large radii, a hit in the rst layer of
the SPD is required. This rejects about 63% of the conversion electron tracks, keeping
83% of the signal electrons from light and heavy-avour hadron decays. A small fraction of
electrons from photon conversions in the second ITS layer may still have a hit in the rst
layer associated wrongly to their reconstructed track. Such cases are further removed from
the sample by requiring that the reconstructed track does not share any ITS cluster with
other tracks (see below). This requirement also reduces the amount of conversion electrons
from the rst ITS layer, rejecting 38% of the remaining conversion contamination after the
requirement of a hit in the rst SPD layer and keeping 97% of the signal electrons. For
e+e  pairs from photon conversions, where both electrons pass the default track selection,
the rejection factor is even higher, about 92%.
The PID information is based on the measurement of the specic ionisation energy
loss (dE/dx) in the TPC and ITS, and the time-of-ight information from TOF. The cut
values for electron selection and hadron rejection are expressed in terms of the deviation
of the respective PID signal from its expectation value for a particle species i. The PID
variables nDETi are normalised to units of standard deviations of the respective detector
(DET) resolution.
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Figure 1. (Colour online) TPC PID signal expressed as nTPCe (see text) as a function of the ITS
PID signal (nITSe ) for selected tracks with 0.5 < p < 0.52 GeV/c after applying the pion rejection in
the TPC (left). Electron purity Pe as a function of momentum (right). Only statistical uncertainties
are shown.
In the TPC, electrons are selected in the interval  1:5 < nTPCe < 4:0. Additionally,
pions are rejected by requiring that the measured TPC dE/dx of the track is far from the
expectation value for pions: nTPC > 3:5. Since electrons have a larger energy loss in the
TPC than pions for momenta above 0.25 GeV/c, the nTPC requirement is asymmetric.
The remaining contamination by kaons and protons occurs mainly in the crossing regions
of the expected dE/dx values in the TPC for these particle species and for electrons,
i.e. around a momentum of 0.5 and 1.1 GeV/c, respectively. This contamination can be
reduced by using the ITS information, where the crossings occur at higher momenta around
0.7 and 1.5 GeV/c for kaons and protons, respectively. In the left panel of gure 1, the
variable nTPCe is shown as a function of n
ITS
e for selected tracks with 0:5 < p < 0:52
GeV/c after the pion rejection in the TPC was applied. In this momentum interval, kaons
and electrons have a very similar energy loss in the TPC, whereas they are still separated
in the energy loss measurements of the ITS. The electron selection criterion in the ITS is
 3 < nITSe < 1. Further reduction of the hadron contamination can be achieved using the
TOF information with jnTOFe j < 3 (in case the selected tracks have an associated hit in
the TOF detector). The electron purity Pe is estimated at low momenta (p < 3 GeV/c)
by tting the nTPCe distribution in momentum slices after the ITS and TOF selection, as
well as the nTPC rejection, following a procedure explained in [65]. At higher momenta,
the nTPC distribution is tted after the requirements on n
ITS
e , n
TOF
e , and n
TPC
e , are
fullled. The result is shown in the right panel of gure 1. The purity ranges from 60% to
99%, depending on the particle momentum p. The lowest purity is observed where kaons
(p  0.5 GeV/c) or protons (p  1.2 GeV/c) have similar dE/dx as electrons in the TPC.
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Figure 2. (Colour online) Opening angle vs invariant mass of e+e  pairs from 0 Dalitz decays
(left) and from photon conversions (right) in MC simulations after the single track selection criteria.
The lines indicate the prelter requirement.
3.2 Dielectron spectrum
All electron candidates from the same event are combined into pairs, characterised by their
mee, pT;ee, and DCAee. The latter is calculated from the single-electron DCAs as:
DCAee =
r
(DCAxy;1=xy;1)2 + (DCAxy;2=xy;2)2
2
; (3.1)
where DCAxy;i is the DCA of the electron i in the transverse plane and xy;i is its resolution
estimated from the covariance matrix of the track reconstruction parameters obtained with
the Kalman lter technique [59, 66]. The absolute DCA resolution worsens at low pT due to
multiple scattering in the detector material. Therefore, the analysis is performed using the
DCA normalised to its resolution, which decreases the sensitivity to the particle momentum.
The distribution of same-event pairs of opposite sign (OS) is composed of true signal
pairs (S) as well as background pairs (B). The background pairs are mainly combinatorial
but contain also residual correlations such as from jets and from conversions of correlated
decay photons originating from the same mother particle. Typical values of S/B range
between O(1) and O(10 1), depending on mee and pT;ee (see below). Therefore, the
minimisation of B and a careful subtraction of the remaining background are key aspects
of this analysis.
The main sources of electrons contributing to B are 0 Dalitz decays and photon
conversions. To reject these most eciently, a prelter algorithm is applied where tracks
from the selected electron candidate sample are combined with charged-particle tracks from
a sample with relaxed tracking selection criteria and no PID. Dielectron pairs originating
from 0 Dalitz decays and photon conversions have small invariant masses and opening
angles (!ee), as shown in gure 2. Therefore, if an opposite-sign pair with small invariant
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Figure 3. Signal to background ratio (left) and signicance (right) obtained with and without
applying the prelter. Only statistical uncertainties are shown. The background is estimated as
explained in the text later.
mass and opening angle is formed with a track h of the sample with relaxed selection
criteria, the electron candidate is rejected and not used for further pairing. The cut values
applied in the prelter algorithm are meh < 0.06 GeV/c
2 and !eh < 50 mrad. These
selection criteria lead to an improvement of the S/B by a factor of about 1.5 and an
increase of the signicance S=
p
S + 2B by a factor of about 1.2 for mee < 1 GeV/c
2, as can
be seen in the left and right panels of gure 3, respectively. For mee < 0.06 GeV/c
2, the
prelter algorithm cuts systematically into the signal acceptance. Since the S/B is large in
the low-mass region, no prelter is applied for mee < 0:14 GeV/c
2. The random rejection
probability, caused by accidental combinations of electron candidates with an uncorrelated
track, is small (about 3%) and taken into acount in the eciency corrections.
To further suppress the contamination by dielectron pairs from photon conversions
in the dielectron yield, two additional selection criteria are applied. Conversions occur in
the beam pipe or in the detector material, mainly of the ITS, and are characterised by a
common secondary vertex of the dielectron pair. Any electron candidate found to form
such a secondary vertex with another track is rejected from the analysis. In addition,
dielectron pairs from photon conversions are characterised by a nite apparent invariant
mass. The extrapolation of displaced conversion electron tracks to the collision point results
in a non-vanishing articial opening angle that is caused by the deection of the tracks
in the magnetic eld. The opening angle is preferentially in the plane perpendicular to
the magnetic eld direction, which can be used to further reject such conversion dielectron
pairs [24]. To this end, the angle 'v which measures the orientation of the opening angle
relative to the magnetic eld is calculated according to:
cos('v) =
w  ua
jwjjuaj : (3.2)
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The two vectors w and ua are given by:
w = u v; (3.3)
ua =
u z
ju zj ; (3.4)
u =
pe+ + pe 
jpe+ + pe  j
; (3.5)
v =
pe+  pe 
jpe+  pe  j
; (3.6)
where pe+ , pe  , and z are the 3-momentum vectors of the positron, electron, and the
orientation of the magnetic eld parallel to the beam axis, respectively. In the left panel of
gure 4, the measured 'v distribution without ITS shared-cluster cut for mee < 0.1 GeV/c
2
and pT;ee < 8 GeV/c is compared with the sum of two MC templates, one for pairs from 
0
and  Dalitz decays and one for pairs from photon conversions, tted to the data. Prompt
pairs with nite invariant mass have an almost uniform 'v distribution in this kinematic
domain, while conversion pairs show a peak around 'v = . To reject these conversions,
reconstructed electron tracks that share at least one ITS cluster with another track are
not used in the analysis. The measured 'v distribution after this requirement is shown in
the right panel of gure 4. The conversion peak around 'v =  is clearly suppressed. The
MC simulations describe the data very well. Moreover, dielectron pairs with 'v > 2 rad
and mee < 0.1 GeV/c
2 are removed from the selected pairs to further reduce the amount
of conversion electrons. From MC studies, their nal contribution is expected to be below
1% down to mee = 0.
The remaining background B is estimated from the distribution of same-sign pairs, SS,
from the same event. In comparison to a mixed-event approach, the same-sign approxima-
tion of the combinatorial background has the advantage of containing all residual correla-
tions arising from charge-symmetric processes such as jet fragmentation or conversions of
decay photons from the same mother particle that are present in B, but the disadvantage
of suering from the limited statistics available in the analysed data sample. The same-sign
distribution SS is computed in the same bins of mee, pT;ee, and DCAee as the OS distribu-
tions by forming in each bin the geometric mean SS = 2pN++N   of the number of (++)
and (  ) pairs, N++ and N  , respectively. The geometric mean is robust against charge
asymmetries in the electron sample, as they may arise from acceptance dierences of posi-
tive and negative tracks, and from charge asymmetries of the hadronic background. In the
present data set, charge asymmetries of up to 5% are observed, depending on pT. MC sim-
ulations conrm that such asymmetries do not lead to a bias in the estimate of B if the ge-
ometric mean is used for the same-sign background calculation. In a few bins with low pair
statistics, however, N++ or N   is zero. In such bins, the arithmetic sum SS = N+++N  
is used instead, to avoid underestimation of the combinatorial background.
A bias in the estimate of B using the same-sign technique can occur as a conse-
quence of dierences of the detector acceptance for same-sign and opposite-sign pairs.
Due to the full coverage of the ALICE central barrel in azimuth, i.e. in the bending plane
of the spectrometer, such acceptance dierences are small. Residual eects arise due to
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Figure 4. Measured 'v distribution of correlated e
+e  pairs with mee < 0.1 GeV/c2 and
pT;ee < 8 GeV/c compared with a sum of MC templates for dierent dielectron sources. The dis-
tributions are shown for all tracks including those that share some ITS clusters with other tracks
(left) and with such tracks removed (right), as in the analysis. Only statistical uncertainties are
shown for the data points.
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Figure 5. Relative acceptance correction factor Racc as a function of mee (left) and pT;ee (right).
Statistical uncertainties are represented by vertical bars.
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same-sign spectrum corrected by the acceptance correction factor Racc. Statistical uncertainties
are represented by vertical bars.
malfunctioning detector segments and can be estimated by event mixing. The relative
acceptance correction factor Racc = M+ /(2
p
M++M  ) is calculated, where M+  and
M are the mixed-event opposite-sign and same-sign pair distributions. The relative
acceptance correction factor Racc as a function of mee and pT;ee is shown in gure 5.
For
q
(meec)2 + p2T;ee > 1 GeV/c, Racc is consistent with unity and no correction is ap-
plied, while at smaller mee and pT;ee deviations of up to 5% are observed. The relative
acceptance correction factor is applied dierentially in mee, pT;ee, and DCAee.
In gure 6, the opposite-sign and relative-acceptance corrected same-sign mee spectra,
i.e.OS and Racc  SS, are shown integrated over pT;ee and DCAee. The raw pair signal S
is obtained with the formula:
S = OS  Racc  SS: (3.7)
3.3 Eciency corrections
The single-electron and pair eciencies, including all tracking and PID selection criteria,
are calculated using a detailed MC simulation. The event generator PYTHIA 6.4.25 [54]
with the Perugia 2011 tune [67] is used to generate pp events. A realistic detector response
is modelled using GEANT3 [68], with the same detector congurations as in data. The
reconstruction eciency (e) for single-electron tracks does not show any dependence on
the electron DCA, for which loose selection criteria were applied (DCAxy < 1 cm and DCAz
< 3 cm). Also no strong  dependence of e is observed within jj < 0.8 as well, whereas the
dead zones of the rst ITS layer can be seen in the ' distribution of the electron candidates
due to the requirement of a hit in the rst pixel. The random rejection probability of the
prelter algorithm is estimated by embedding test particles in real data events. It is found
to be about 3% independent of pT. The resulting pair eciency 
ee
rec(mee; pT;ee), shown
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Figure 7. Pair eciency as a function of pT;ee for dierent mee intervals for the default electron
selection criteria.
in a few selected intervals of mee in gure 7, is calculated and applied to the data as a
function of mee and pT;ee. The eciency of the 'v requirement for dielectron pairs with
mee < 0.1 GeV/c
2 is estimated assuming that the 'v distribution of the signal dielectron
pairs is at (see gure 4). For mee > 0.8 GeV/c
2, eerec(mee; pT;ee) reaches about 15%. At
lower mee, the pair eciency drops at low pT;ee.
Electrons suer from Bremsstrahlung in the detector material, for which no correction
is applied during the tracking procedure. This results in a smaller reconstructed momen-
tum and distorts the shape of the mee distributions, which develop tails towards lower mee.
Moreover, the reconstructed momentum of the electrons is also aected by the nite detec-
tor resolution. Such eects, i.e. pT, , and ' single-track resolution and Bremsstrahlung,
are not accounted for by the eciency corrections, which do not contain any unfolding
procedure. However, the detector reponses are folded into the particle spectrum generated
by the hadronic cocktail, as explained in detail in [69].
The corrected number of dielectron pairs is expressed as:
d3Ne+e 
dmee dpT;ee dDCAee
=
1
pT;ee
1
mee
1
DCAee
S(mee; pT;ee;DCAee)
eerec(mee; pT;ee)
; (3.8)
where pT;ee, mee, and DCAee are the width of the pT;ee, mee, and DCAee intervals,
respectively. The spectra are nally normalised by the number of minimum bias pp colli-
sions corrected for the primary vertex reconstruction eciency, which is about 88%. The
invariant dielectron cross section is obtained by multiplying the yield by the minimum bias
pp cross section at
p
s = 7 TeV, of MB = 62:4 2:2 mb, which is estimated from the cross
section V0AND of the coincidence V0AND between signals in the two VZERO detectors,
measured in a van der Meer scan [64]. The relative factor V0AND/MB is given by the
fraction of MB events where the L0 trigger input corresponding to the V0AND condition
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Requirements Variations
Hits required in the SPD in the rst layer, in both layers
Minimum number of ITS clusters 4, 5, 6
Maximum 2 per ITS cluster 4.5, 3.5, 2.5
Maximum number of ITS shared clusters 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6
Minimum number of TPC clusters 80, 100, 120
Minimum number of crossed rows in TPC 80, 100, 130
Minimum ratio of crossed pad-rows to ndable TPC clusters 0.5, 0.7, 0.9
Maximum 2 per TPC cluster 4, 3, 2.5
TOF electron identication jnTOFe j < 2, 3, 4
TPC electron identication  1.5,  1,  0.5 < nTPCe < 2, 3, 4
TPC pion rejection nTPC < 3, 3.5, 4
ITS electron identication  4,  3.5,  3 < nITSe < 0, 0.5, 1
Table 1. Summary of the single-track selection criterion variations to determine the systematic
uncertainties. The default values are shown in bold.
has red. Its value is 0.87, and is stable within 0.5% over the analyzed data sample. The
corresponding normalisation uncertainty is 3:5%.
3.4 Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainties arise from limitations in the determination of the background,
the relative acceptance correction factor Racc, the electron selection eciency, the prelter
eciency, and the pair-cut eciency. These uncertainties are evaluated by varying all the
electron and pair selection criteria simultaneously and by comparing the results with and
without prelter. Table 1 summarises the single-track selection criteria variations. The
signal is extracted and corrected for 22 random combinations of selection criteria, which
probe dierent but still reasonable single-electron eciencies and S=B ratios, ranging from
0.22 to 0.42 at pT = 1 GeV/c and from about 0.05 to 0.15 at mee = 0.5 GeV/c
2, respectively.
More than one selection criteria are varied at the same time to take into account possible
correlations between them. The nal systematic uncertainty is calculated as the root mean
square of the variation of the nal data points. These extracted systematic uncertainties
contain not only systematic eects from the signal eciency, but also from the background
estimation. The maximum 'v requirement for pairs with mee < 0.1 GeV/c
2 is also varied,
around the default value of 2 rad, from 1.57 to 2.5 rad. Deviations from a at 'v distribution
for the signal dielectron pairs are estimated with a MC simulation and found to lead to a
systematic uncertainty below 1% for the default 'v requirement. The resulting systematic
uncertainties from the selection criterion variation is listed in table 2 in the case of the
DCA analysis with pT;e > 0.4 GeV/c.
An additional source of systematic uncertainty is considered for the DCAee-dierential
dielectron cross section. The electron eciency is found to be independent on the single-
track DCA within the range under study by checking the fraction of reconstructed electrons
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Mass region Uncertainty from Uncertainty from
DCAee-pT;ee correlation selection criterion variation
mee < 0.14 GeV/c
2   8.7%
0.14 < mee < 1.1 GeV/c
2 1.5% 11%
1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2 3.0% 17%
2.7 < mee < 3.3 GeV/c
2 4.9% 17%
Table 2. Summary of the systematic uncertainties for the DCAee analysis (pT;e > 0:4 GeV/c and
jej < 0:8).
as a function of the distance of their production vertex to the reconstructed primary vertex
in MC. However, some correlations still remain between pT;ee and DCAee. In the 
0 mass
region (0.08 < mee < 0.14 GeV/c
2), the mean pT;ee is approximately constant as a function
of DCAee, which is expected since the electron tracks should always point to the primary
vertex for a prompt source, and the nite DCAee values are only due to the detector
resolution. This is not the case for the J= region (2.7 < mee < 3.3 GeV/c
2), where the
mean pT;ee exhibits an increase as a function of DCAee. The reasons are twofold: rst,
non-prompt J= from feed-down from B-mesons have a harder pT spectrum than prompt
J= , and second, high-pT non-prompt J= decay farther away than low-pT non-prompt
J= so that the decay electrons have larger DCAs and larger pT compared to electrons
from low-pT non-prompt J= . The possible remaining uncertainty from this correlation is
estimated by half the dierence of the pair eciency at the maximum and minimum mean-
pT;ee, seen as a function of DCAee in a given mass region. This systematic uncertainty
is found to be less than 5%, increasing from low to high mee. Table 2 summarises the
systematic uncertainties arising from the DCA analysis.
4 Cocktail of hadronic sources
To allow for a detailed interpretation of the data, the contribution from all known hadronic
sources must be estimated. The so-called hadronic cocktail contains contributions from
pseudoscalar and vector-meson decays as well as from semileptonic decays of heavy-avour
hadrons.
4.1 e+e  pairs from light-avour hadrons and J= mesons
The Dalitz decays of light neutral mesons, 0 ! e+e  ,  ! e+e  , 0 ! e+e  ,
0 ! e+e  !, ! ! e+e  0, ! e+e  , and ! e+e  0, and the dielectron decays of the
vector mesons, , !, , and J= are simulated with the phenomenological event generator
EXODUS [23]. The radiative decay of J= (J= ! e+e  ) is also included. The pair
mass distribution from the Dalitz decays follows the Kroll-Wada expression [70] multiplied
by the electromagnetic form factors measured by the Lepton-G Collaboration [71, 72] and
more recently by the NA60 Collaboration [73, 74]. The  line shape has been studied in
detail in p A collisions at 400 GeV by the NA60 Collaboration [73], who conrmed the
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need for a Boltzmann term beyond the standard description [75] and provided a precise
measurement of the eective temperature parameter. For the decay of the other vector
mesons, which are assumed to be unpolarised, the Gounaris-Sakurai expression [76] is used.
The rapidity distribution of the mesons is assumed to be at at mid-rapidity. The mo-
mentum distributions of 0, , , and J= are obtained by tting the spectra measured by
the ALICE Collaboration [77{80] with a modied Hagedorn function [81]. The measured
 and 0 spectra agree within their systematic uncertainties. Since the  measurement
extends to lower pT, and exhibits smaller uncertainties than the 
0, charged pions are
used to approximate neutral pions. For the other mesons, , !, and 0, the shape of their
pT spectra is derived from the 
 spectrum. The 0 mesons are generated assuming mT scal-
ing [82{84], implying that the spectra of all light mesons as a function of mT =
q
m2 + p2T
are the same and only dier by a normalisation factor. The normalisation factors are based
on the ratio of the pT spectra of the given hadron to the pT spectrum of the 
 at high pT:
0:4  0:08 for 0 from PYTHIA 6 calculations of pp collisions at ps = 7 TeV, 0:85 0:17
for ! obtained from measurements in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV [85], and 1:0  0:2 for
 obtained from measurements in pp collisions at
p
s = 2.76 TeV [86]. The momentum
distributions of ! and  are obtained from the != and = ratios in simulated pp
collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV with the Monash 2013 tune of PYTHIA 8 [87, 88]. This tune
describes the measured !=0 and =0 ratios in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV and 2.76 TeV,
respectively. Since the ! measurement does not extend to low pT (the ! meson is measured
for pT > 2 GeV/c), ts of the data are used only to estimate the systematic uncertainties.
The expected dielectron yield as a function of mee and pT;ee is computed in a fast sim-
ulation by ltering the generated hadronic cocktail through the ALICE acceptance, while
applying the detector responses including the momentum and opening angle resolutions,
and the Bremsstrahlung eect [69], since no unfolding procedure is applied to the data. The
momentum transformation matrices are determined with full GEANT3 [68] simulations of
the interactions of the primary electrons produced in pp collisions with the material of the
ALICE apparatus.
The main systematic uncertainties on the hadronic cocktail arise from the uncertainties
of the measured , , !, , and J= pT spectra and those of the mT normalisation
factors. The rst is evaluated by parameterising the data along the upper and lower
ends of their statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The complete
cocktail of e+e  pairs is then generated again based on these new parametrisations. For
the  mesons, mT scaling is used to estimate the systematic uncertainties originating from
the  pT spectrum. The uncertainties from the dierent decay branching ratios [89] are
also taken into account.
4.2 Open-charm and open-beauty contributions to the dielectron yield
Electron pairs that originate from the semileptonic decays of cc and bb are simulated with
two dierent generators, the leading-order (LO) event generator PYTHIA 6.4.25 [54], and
the next-to-leading order (NLO) event generator POWHEG [55, 56]. The cc and bb pairs
are produced at leading order through pair creation, predominantly gg ! QQ with a small
contribution of qq ! QQ, where g, q, and Q are gluons, up or down quarks, and charm or
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beauty quarks, respectively. At higher order, avour excitations and gluon splitting give
rise to further contributions.
PYTHIA simulations utilise LO-pQCD matrix elements for 2 ! 2 processes together
with a leading-logarithmic pT-ordered parton shower, and an underlying-event simulation
including multiple parton interactions. The fragmentation and hadronisation of the charm
and beauty quarks are based on the Lund string model. In this paper, the Perugia-2011
tune [67] is used, for which the rst LHC data, mainly from multiplicity and underlying-
event related measurements, have been considered. In this tune, the parton distribution
functions are parametrised with the CTEQ5L [90] functions.
POWHEG is a NLO-pQCD generator that can be interfaced to a parton shower MC
(e.g. from PYTHIA or HERWIG [91]) to provide nal-state particles. The calculations
presented in this paper (POWHEG) are obtained with the POWHEG BOX framework [57,
58] and the tune Perugia-2011 of PYTHIA 6.4.25. The CTEQ6.6 [92] functions are used for
the input parton distribution functions. To be consistent with the PYTHIA simulations, the
mass of the charm and beauty quarks are set to 1.5 GeV/c2 and 4.75 GeV/c2, respectively.
The simulations are normalised to the measured total charm and beauty cross sec-
tion, i.e. REFcc = 7:44  0:14(stat:)  0:58(syst:) mb [93] and REFbb = 288  4(stat:) 
48(syst:)b [94] and passed through the ALICE acceptance after applying the detector re-
sponses including the momentum and opening angle resolutions, and the Bremsstrahlung
eect [69]. The systematic uncertainties of the REFcc and 
REF
bb
measurements are prop-
agated to the nal hadronic cocktail. Whereas the eective beauty-to-electron branching
ratio is taken from PYTHIA (BRb(!c)!e = BRb!c!e + BRb!e = 11:7 + 10:2 = 21:9%
consistent with [89]), the one for charm-to-electron (BRc!e) is assumed to be (9:6 0:4)%
as reported in [89], which is slightly smaller than what has been estimated with PYTHIA
(BRc!e = 10:6%). An additional uncertainty of 9.3% is added in quadrature for the BRc!e
to take into account dierences in the +c /D
0 ratio measured by the ALICE Collaboration,
0:5430:061(stat:)0:160(syst:) (for pT > 1 GeV/c) in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV [95], and
the LEP average of 0:113 0:013(stat:) 0:006(syst:) [96]. This translates into a 22% un-
certainty at the pair level. The uncertainties of the eective beauty- and charm-to-electron
branching ratios are propagated to the nal hadronic cocktail. For both generators, the
pT-dierential cross-section of single electrons from charm- and beauty-hadron decays at
mid-rapidity is found to be consistent with FONLL calculations [97] and to reproduce the
measurements reasonably well within the theoretical and experimental uncertainties [98].
To obtain the dielectron yield of correlated e+e  pairs from heavy-avour hadron decays,
the distribution of same-sign pairs is subtracted from the e+e  spectrum, as in data.
4.3 DCAee template distributions
Whereas the dierential pT;ee and mee distributions of the hadronic cocktail are estimated
from a fast simulation, the DCAee distributions are determined with a full GEANT3 [68]
simulation of the ALICE detector. For this purpose, PYTHIA 6.4.25 events are passed
through the full detector simulation tuned to describe the performance of each detector
subsystem. In particular, all relevant charactereristics of the SPD, such as a map of dead
channels, are included in the simulation. The same analysis selection criteria as in data are
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Figure 8. DCAee distributions of e
+e  pairs from 0 Dalitz decays, from semileptonic decays of
charm and beauty hadrons in MC simulations (see text), integrated over mee and pT;ee.
applied. Since the various charm hadrons have quite dierent decay lengths, ranging from
about 59.9m for c to 311.8m for D mesons [89], their relative yields are relevant to
build the DCAee template of correlated e
+e  pairs from charm-hadron decays. The mea-
sured production ratios of charm hadrons [95, 99] and their semileptonic decay branching
ratios [89] are used to obtain the cc DCAee distribution. Finally, DCAee templates are
extracted for e+e  pairs from 0 Dalitz decays, from charm- and beauty-hadron decays,
and from the decays of prompt and non-prompt J= . In gure 8, the 0, cc, and bb tem-
plates are shown integrated over pT;ee and mee. Whereas the distributions for prompt
sources, like 0, directly reect the detector DCA resolution, those of non-prompt sources,
like heavy-avour hadrons, are characterised by the convolution of the DCA resolution
and the decay length of the mother particle (cD  150m and cB  470m [89]). The
DCAee spectrum of e
+e  pairs from 0 Dalitz decays is taken as an approximation for all
prompt light-avour decays into dielectrons.
Each contribution is normalised to its expected yield from the hadronic cocktail in
the same mee and pT;ee range and after the same ducial selection criteria (jej < 0.8
and pT;e > 0:4 GeV/c). Since e
+e  pairs from prompt and non-prompt J= have dif-
ferent DCAee distributions, the measured fraction of non-prompt J= in pp collisions at
7 TeV [100], fB, is used to scale the templates accordingly. To evaluate the uncertainty
originating from fB, the DCAee distributions are shifted to the upper and lower bounds of
the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
Additional sources of systematic uncertainties are considered. First, the resolution
of the single-track DCA is found to be better in MC as compared to data by about 15%.
This aects the DCAee distributions, in particular those of e
+e  pairs from prompt sources
like 0 and prompt J= , at around 1-3. Second, the uncertainties on the charm-hadron
production ratios [95, 99] and on their semileptonic decay branching ratios [89] are propa-
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gated to the nal DCAee distribution of correlated e
+e  pairs from charm-hadron decays.
Third, the PYTHIA simulations used to create the DCAee templates for the heavy-avour
contributions have been performed with the PYTHIA Perugia-0 tune [67], which does not
reproduce well the measured pT distribution of electrons from charm-hadron decays at high
pT (pT > 3 GeV/c) [98]. This was found to have a negligible eect on the nal DCAee tem-
plate, by varying the maximum pT requirement on the single electron track (pT < 3 GeV/c).
Moreover, the charm and beauty DCAee templates do not exhibit any strong dependence
on pT;ee and mee, as well as on the minimum electron pT requirement. The latter is varied
from 0.4 GeV/c to 0.7 GeV/c. Therefore, the shape of the heavy-avour MC templates is
assumed to be model independent, whereas their absolute normalisation, i.e. the dielectron
yields from charm- and beauty-hadron decays in the given pT;ee and mee range, is not. The
same DCAee distributions are used for the two event generators, PYTHIA and POWHEG,
and normalised to the dielectron yield predicted in each mass interval by the corresponding
event generator.
5 Results and discussion
5.1 Comparison of the data to the cocktail
The dierential e+e  cross section d=dmee in minimum bias pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV
is presented in gure 9 in the ALICE acceptance (jej < 0.8 and pT;e > 0.2 GeV/c) as
a function of mee. Statistical and systematic uncertainties of the data are indicated by
vertical bars and boxes, respectively. The measured spectrum is compared with the cocktail
of expected e+e  sources, where PYTHIA is used to calculate the correlated pairs from
heavy-avour decays. The total systematic uncertainty of the cocktail is shown by the grey
band. The bottom panel shows the ratio of data to cocktail. Good agreement is observed
over the full mass range (mee < 3.3 GeV/c
2).
For a more detailed discussion, the results are presented dierentially below in pT;ee and
DCAee in four dierent mass regions, i.e. the 
0 region (mee < 0.14 GeV/c
2), the low-mass
region (0.14 < mee < 1.1 GeV/c
2), the IMR (1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2), and the J= region
(2.7 < mee < 3.3 GeV/c
2).
5.1.1 0 mass region
The mass region mee < 0.14 GeV/c
2 is dominated by 0 Dalitz decays (0 ! e+e ), with
a small contribution from  Dalitz decays ( ! e+e ) of about 10%. In the left panel of
gure 10, the measured pT;ee-dierential cross section of e
+e  pairs is shown in comparison
with the hadronic cocktail. Good agreement between data and cocktail is observed within
the systematic uncertainties. This conrms that the dielectron analysis is consistent with
the previous light-meson measurements [77{79, 85] taken as input for the calculations of
the expected e+e  cross section.
In the right panel of gure 10, the measured e+e  cross section is shown as a function
of DCAee in the mass range 0.08 < mee < 0.14 GeV/c
2 for pT;ee < 8 GeV/c. The results
are compared with the expectations from MC. The low-mass cut-o at 0.08 GeV/c2 is cho-
sen such that residual contaminations of e+e  pairs from photon conversions with large
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Figure 9. (Colour online) Inclusive e+e  cross section in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV in the ALICE
acceptance as a function of mass. The data are compared with a cocktail of expected sources. In
the lower panel, the ratio of data to cocktail is shown. Statistical and systematic uncertainties of
the data are plotted as vertical bars and boxes, respectively. The total uncertainty of the cocktail
is represented as a grey band.
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Figure 10. (Colour online) Inclusive e+e  cross section in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV in the
ALICE acceptance as a function of pT;ee (left) and DCAee (right) for mee < 0.14 GeV/c
2 and
0.08 < mee < 0.14 GeV/c
2, respectively. The data are compared with a cocktail of expected
sources. In the bottom panels, the ratio of data to cocktail as a function of pT;ee (left) and the pull
distribution as a function of DCAee (right) are shown. Statistical and systematic uncertainties on
the data are plotted as vertical bars and boxes, respectively. The total uncertainty of the cocktail
is represented as a grey band.
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DCAee values are suppressed. The blue line represents the expected cross section of all
prompt light-avour sources, for which the 0 DCAee template is used as an approximation.
Some small statistical uctuations can be seen in the tail of the distribution, which would
require a very large amount of fully simulated pp collisions to be removed. In this mass
range, the contributions from non-prompt sources (cc and bb) are negligible, which allows
the DCAee resolution in data and in MC to be directly compared. To quantify the agree-
ment between data and the expected DCAee distribution from MC, the pull distribution is
shown in the bottom right panel of gure 10. It is dened as the dierence between data
and MC normalised by the quadratic sum of their statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The DCAee distribution obtained from the full simulations of the ALICE detector describes
the data well. A slight excess of the data is observed in 1 < DCAee < 3  which is the
range mostly aected by discrepancies in the DCA resolution between data and MC.
5.1.2 Low-mass region
The low-mass region, 0:14 < mee < 1:1 GeV/c
2, is expected to be dominated by the light
mesons , 
0
, , !, , and the contribution of correlated e+e  pairs from semileptonic de-
cays of charm hadrons. A very small contribution of virtual direct photons is also expected
(3{5% of the total measured yield in 0.14 < mee < 0.7 GeV/c
2 and 4 < pT;ee < 8 GeV/c).
The latter is not included in the hadronic cocktail and will be discussed in section 5.2.
At low mee (mee  m), the  Dalitz decay is the main source of e+e  pairs for all pT;ee,
as shown in the left panel of gure 11, whereas at larger mee, the heavy-avour contri-
butions start to dominate, followed by the !, , and  contributions (see right panel of
gure 11). The requirement on the single electron track of pT > 0.2 GeV/c produces an
acceptance hole at low mee and pT;ee, which can be seen in the data in the mee inter-
val 0.14 < mee < 0.7 GeV/c
2 for the pT;ee range 0 < pT;ee < 0.4 GeV/c (see left panel of
gure 11). Due to their characteristic mee and pT;ee distributions, the e
+e  pairs of the
various expected sources are dierently aected. The hadronic cocktail is well in agreement
with the data within the statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The mixture of prompt and non-prompt sources in the low-mass region makes it
well suited to test the feasibility to separate prompt and non-prompt contributions via
the DCAee variable. In gure 12, the DCAee-dierential cross section of e
+e  pairs is
shown integrated over pT;ee in the mass range 0.14 < mee < 1.1 GeV/c
2. The template
for e+e  pairs from prompt light-avour hadron decays cannot describe the tail of the
DCAee distribution. The latter is well reproduced by additional contributions from cor-
related pairs of heavy-avour hadron decays. The good agreement between data and MC
validates the possibility to separate prompt from non-prompt dielectron sources via this
observable.
5.1.3 Intermediate-mass region
The IMR, 1.1 <mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2, is dominated by correlated e+e  pairs from semileptonic
decays of charm and beauty hadrons. The pT;ee-dierential cross section of e
+e  pairs
measured in this mee region is shown in comparison with the hadronic cocktail in the left
panel of gure 13. The cross section of e+e  pairs from cc is the dominant dielectron source
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Figure 11. (Colour online) Inclusive e+e  cross section in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV in the
ALICE acceptance as a function of pT;ee in the mass range 0.14 < mee < 0.7 GeV/c
2 (left) and
0.7 < mee < 1.1 GeV/c
2 (right). The data are compared with the hadronic cocktail. In the bottom
panels, the ratios of data to cocktail as a function of pT;ee are shown. Statistical and systematic
uncertainties on the data are plotted as vertical bars and boxes, respectively. The total uncertainty
of the cocktail is represented as a grey band.
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Figure 12. (Colour online) Inclusive e+e  cross section in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV in the
ALICE acceptance as a function of DCAee in the mass range 0.14 < mee < 1.1 GeV/c
2. The data
are compared with a cocktail of expected sources. In the bottom panel, the pull distribution is
shown. Statistical and systematic uncertainties on the data are plotted as vertical bars and boxes,
respectively. The total uncertainty of the cocktail is represented as a grey band.
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Figure 13. (Colour online) Inclusive e+e  cross section in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV in the
ALICE acceptance as a function of pT;ee in the mass range 1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2. The data are
compared with the hadronic cocktail, where PYTHIA [54] (left) and POWHEG [55{58] (right) are
used to calculate the cc and bb contributions. In the bottom panels, the corresponding ratios of
data to cocktail as a function of pT;ee are shown. Statistical and systematic uncertainties on the
data are plotted as vertical bars and boxes, respectively. The total uncertainty of the cocktails is
represented as a grey band.
for pT;ee < 3 GeV/c, whereas most of the e
+e  pairs originate from bb for pT;ee > 4 GeV/c.
This allows the correlated pairs from semileptonic decays of charm and beauty hadrons to
be separated. Reasonable agreement between data and cocktail is seen in the bottom left
panel of gure 13. The data are compared with a hadronic cocktail in the right panel of
gure 13 where POWHEG is used to calculate the cc and bb contributions. The NLO event
generator predicts harder pT;ee spectra for the cc and bb contributions. For the same global
normalisation to REFcc and 
REF
bb
as for the PYTHIA cocktail, the POWHEG calculations
tend to underestimate the data, in particular in the region where the cc contribution
dominates. This indicates a sensitivity of the present data to the underlying heavy-quark
production mechanism implemented in the two models. The latter can result in dierent
kinematic correlations of the QQ pair and therefore dierent probabilities for the e+e  pair
to enter the detector acceptance.
Table 3 summarises the fraction of correlated e+e  pairs in the full phase space (4)
and after consecutive acceptance selection criteria for the cc and bb contributions. The
fraction of dielectron pairs from charm-hadron decays where both electrons are found at
mid-rapidity (je j < 0.8) is about 5.2% and 7.5% for the POWHEG and PYTHIA simula-
tion, respectively. Since the hadronisation of the charm and beauty quarks, as well as the
decay kinematics of the heavy-avour hadrons, are the same in both calculations, this dif-
ference results from dierent treatments of the various production processes of the cc pair
by the two event generators. First, the rapidity distribution of charm quarks predicted by
POWHEG is slighly broader than the one from PYTHIA, leading to a smaller probability
for single electrons to fall into the acceptance at mid-rapidity in POWHEG (17.3%) as com-
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cc PYTHIA POWHEG PYTHIA/POWHEG
4 1. 1.
jej < 0.8 0.0754 0.0518 1.46
(uncorrelated e+e ) (0.0428) (0.0299) (1.43)
jej < 0.8 0.0148 0.0100 1.48
1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2
jej < 0.8 & pT;e > 0.2 GeV/c 0.0146 0.0098 1.49
1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2
jej < 0.8 & pT;e > 0.4 GeV/c 0.0115 0.0077 1.49
1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2
bb PYTHIA POWHEG PYTHIA/POWHEG
4 1 1
jej < 0.8 0.1250 0.1167 1.07
(uncorrelated e+e ) (0.0581) (0.0506) (1.15)
jej < 0.8 0.0495 0.0472 1.05
1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2
jej < 0.8 & pT;e > 0.2 GeV/c 0.0484 0.0460 1.05
1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2
jej < 0.8 & pT;e > 0.4 GeV/c 0.0413 0.0390 1.06
1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2
Table 3. Fraction of correlated e+e  pairs in 4 and after consecutive acceptance selection criteria
(left column) for two dierent event generators (PYTHIA/POWHEG) and their relative dierence
(right column).
pared to PYTHIA (20.7%). Second, the pseudorapidity correlation between the electron
and positron from charm-hadron decays gives rise to a larger acceptance for e+e  pairs
at mid-rapidity than from a purely random correlation. The pseudorapidity correlation is
model-dependent which increases the dierence in acceptance between the two generators to
about 46%. For electrons from beauty-hadron decays, the model dependences are smaller,
on the order of 7%. The rapidity distributions of beauty quarks predicted by POWHEG
and PYTHIA are quite similar. Moreover, about 50% of the correlated e+e  pairs from
beauty hadron decays originate from a single B hadron (B ! De+X ! e+e X) and are
insensitive to the correlations between the B and B hadrons. Due to the large mass of the
B hadrons, the correlation between the decay electron and the parent meson is diluted and
the pseudorapidity correlation of the e+e  pairs originating from dierent B hadrons is less
related to the correlation between the b and b but more driven by decay kinematics.
The measured DCAee distribution of e
+e  pairs is shown in gure 14 integrated over
pT;ee in the mass range 1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2. The results are compared with the MC
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Figure 14. (Colour online) Inclusive e+e  cross section in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV in the
ALICE acceptance as a function of DCAee in the mass range 1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2. The data
are compared with a cocktail of expected sources. In the bottom panel, the pull distribution is
shown. Statistical and systematic uncertainties on the data are plotted as vertical bars and boxes,
respectively. The total uncertainty of the cocktail is represented as a grey band.
templates normalised to the PYTHIA cocktail. The shape of the MC DCAee distribution
for correlated e+e  pairs from charm-hadron decays deviates from the data at large DCAee.
The additional contribution from e+e  pairs from beauty-hadron decays allows the data to
be well described, as can be seen with the pull distribution presented in the bottom panel
of gure 14. The DCAee variable gives additional constraints to separate e
+e  pairs from
charm- and beauty-hadron decays. No indication for a prompt source is observed in the
IMR.
The total cc and bb cross sections, cc and bb , can be extracted from the data by
tting the measured e+e  cross section of heavy-avour hadron decays in the IMR with
the sum of two contributions:
fGEN = Scc f
GEN
cc + Sbb f
GEN
bb
; (5.1)
where fGENcc and f
GEN
bb
are the cross sections for dielectron pairs from charm and beauty-
hadron decays, calculated with the event generator GEN and normalised to REFcc and
REF
bb
[93, 94]. The two t parameters are the scaling factors Scc and Sbb , dened also as:
cc = Scc  REFcc ; (5.2)
bb = Sbb  REFbb : (5.3)
The e+e  spectra from heavy-avour hadron decays are obtained by subtracting the ex-
pected cross section of e+e  pairs originating from vector meson and J= decays, from the
measured e+e  distributions. In the mass range 1.1{2.7 GeV/c2 these contributions are
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Figure 15. (Colour online) Total cc and bb cross sections extracted from a t of the measured
dielectron yield from heavy-avour hadron decays in ( mee, pT;ee) and in DCAee with PYTHIA (left)
and POWHEG (right). The results and their uncertainties (see text) are compared to published
cross sections, for which the total uncertainty is represented by dashed lines.
small, of the order of 4%. The t is performed separately in DCAee and in (mee, pT;ee).
For each combination of scaling factors, Scc and Sbb , the 
2 value is calculated:
2 =
nX
i=1
0@ xi   iq
(statxi )
2 + (stati )
2
1A2 : (5.4)
The values of the data points and MC calculations in bin i are given by xi and i, re-
spectively, while statxi and 
stat
i
represent their statistical uncertainties. The result of the
t is determined by the minimum of 2. The extracted cc and bb cross sections are
shown in gure 15 for the (mee, pT;ee) and the DCAee analysis when PYTHIA (left) or
POWHEG (right) are used to calculate fGENcc and f
GEN
bb
. The statistical uncertainties are
plotted as ellipses and correspond to a condence level of 68.3% (1) for each parameter (at
2 = 2min + 1 [101]). The error bars represent the systematic uncertainties determined by
the t result after moving the data points coherently up- and downward by their systematic
uncertainties. The uncertainties of the eective beauty- and charm-to-electron branching
ratios are shown as coloured bands. Finally the full and dashed lines show REFcc [93] and
REF
bb
[94] with their total uncertainties. The statistical and systematic uncertainties are
fully correlated between the PYTHIA- and POWHEG-based results, whereas they are par-
tially correlated between the (mee, pT;ee) and DCAee ts. Both calculations, PYTHIA and
POWHEG, are able to reproduce the (mee, pT;ee) and DCAee spectra reasonably well and
give similar minimum 2 per number of degree of freedom (0.999 for POWHEG and 0.989
for PYTHIA for the (mee, pT;ee) t). The t results of the (mee, pT;ee) and DCAee spectra
are in agreement within the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The DCAee distribu-
tion is slightly less sensitive to the total bb cross section. The e+e  pairs from beauty-
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cc (mee , pT;ee) t DCAee t
POWHEG 11.6 1.4 (stat.) 1.9 (syst.) mb 11.7 1.8 (stat.) 2.0 (syst.) mb
PYTHIA 6.4 0.9 (stat.) 1.1 (syst.) mb 7.7 1.2 (stat.) 1.3 (syst.) mb
Table 4. Summary of the total cc cross sections extracted from a t of the measured dielectron spec-
tra from heavy-avour hadron decays in (mee, pT;ee) and in DCAee with PYTHIA and POWHEG.
The uncertainty of 22% on the branching fractions and fragmentation functions (BRc!e) is not
listed.
bb (mee , pT;ee) t DCAee t
POWHEG 0.162 0.078 (stat.) 0.026 (syst.) mb 0.175 0.092 (stat.) 0.030 (syst.) mb
PYTHIA 0.303 0.077 (stat.) 0.050 (syst.) mb 0.165 0.086 (stat.) 0.028 (syst.) mb
Table 5. Summary of the total bb cross sections extracted from a t of the measured dielec-
tron spectra from heavy-avour hadron decays in (mee, pT;ee) and in DCAee with PYTHIA and
POWHEG. The uncertainty of 6% [89] on the branching fractions and fragmentation functions
(BRb(!c)!e) is not listed.
hadron decays only dominate the last DCAee bin (see gure 14). The shapes of the MC
DCAee templates are driven by the decay kinematics and assumed to be model indepen-
dent. Therefore the extracted cc and bb directly reect the dierent probabilities for
the e+e  pair to enter the detector acceptance calculated with PYTHIA or POWHEG (see
table 3). The (mee, pT;ee) t depends in addition on the pT;ee distributions of correlated
e+e  pairs from charm and beauty-hadron decays, which are harder in POWHEG compared
to PYTHIA. The total cc and bb cross sections show model dependences of about a factor
of two. The tted cross sections are summarised in tables 4 and 5. For comparison, the
total cc cross section obtained by extrapolating in rapidity the D0 pT spectrum measured
by the ALICE Collaboration [93] is of the order of 8.6 mb with POWHEG, and 7 mb with
PYTHIA. The dielectron measurements can give further constraints on the MC event gener-
ators aiming to reproduce the heavy-avour production mechanisms, once the uncertainties,
which are fully correlated between the PYTHIA- and POWHEG-based results, are reduced.
5.1.4 J= mass region
The mass region 2.7 <mee < 3.3 GeV/c
2 is dominated by J= decays with a small contribu-
tion from charm-hadron decays. In the left panel of gure 16, the corresponding measured
e+e  cross section as a function of pT;ee is shown in comparison with the hadronic cocktail.
Good agreement between data and cocktail is observed, as can be seen on the bottom left
panel of gure 16 in the ratio of data to cocktail. The DCAee distribution of e
+e  pairs is
sensitive to the large decay length of B mesons (cB  470m) and the contribution from
J= originating from their decays. The measured DCAee spectrum shown in the right
panel of gure 16 cannot be reproduced with the MC template of the prompt J= alone.
The contribution from non-prompt J= , together with those from correlated e+e  pairs
from heavy-avour hadron decays, leads to a reasonable description of the data by the MC
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Figure 16. (Colour online) Inclusive e+e  cross section in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV in the
ALICE acceptance as a function of pT;ee (left panel) and DCAee (right panel) in the mass range
2.7 < mee < 3.3 GeV/c
2. The data are compared with a cocktail of expected sources. In the bottom
panels, the ratio of data to cocktail as a function of pT;ee (left) and the pull distribution as a function
of DCAee (right) are shown. Statistical and systematic uncertainties on the data are plotted as verti-
cal bars and boxes, respectively. The total uncertainty of the cocktail is represented as a grey band.
calculations. The data are consistent with the fraction fB of non-prompt J= originating
from B meson decays previously measured by the ALICE Collaboration [100].
5.2 Direct photons
Direct photons are dened as photons that do not originate from hadronic decays. In
pp collisions, they are produced predominantly in hard partonic interactions and their
production rate can be calculated with perturbative QCD.
The direct-photon cross section can be extracted from the measurement of real pho-
tons detected in the electromagnetic calorimeters or via photon conversion in the detector
material of ALICE [29, 50]. For pT < 5 GeV/c, the extraction of the direct photon signal is
dicult because of a large background from decay photons. An alternative way to measure
direct-photon production is via its internal conversion into an e+e  pair. The advantage of
this approach is that the main background originating from 0 decays can be suppressed
by selecting e+e  pairs with suciently large mee (mee > m0). The drawback is the small
internal conversion probability of O(10 2) and the rapidly decreasing cross section as a
function of mee (/1/mee).
The mass dependence of the virtual-photon production for a given real-photon yield is
given by the Kroll-Wada equation [70] which can be simplied in the case of p2T;ee  m2ee,
i.e. in the limit of quasi-real virtual photons, to:
d2Nee
dmeedpT;ee
=
2
3
s
1  4m
2
e
m2ee

1 +
2m2e
m2ee

 1
mee
dN
dpT
; (5.5)
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Figure 17. Fit of the e+e  cross section in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV in the ALICE acceptance
as a function of mee in the range 3 < pT;ee < 4 GeV/c with the three-component function dened
by eq. (5.6). Statistical and systematic uncertainties on the data are shown separately as vertical
bars and boxes, respectively.
with , dN=dpT, and me being the ne-structure constant, the number of real photons
at a given pT (= pT;ee), and the electron mass, respectively. To obtain the nal expected
shape fdir(mee) of the virtual direct photon mass distribution, the decay electrons are
smeared by the detector resolution and passed through the acceptance of the ALICE barrel
(jej < 0.8, pT;e > 0.2 GeV/c).
The measured mee distributions of e
+e  pairs are tted in dierent pT;ee bins with a
three-component function:
f(mee; r) = (1  r)fLF(mee) + r fdir(mee) + fHF(mee); (5.6)
where fLF is the shape of the mass distribution of the light-avour component of the
hadronic cocktail and fHF is the e
+e  cross section of the expected heavy-avour contri-
bution in the corresponding pT;ee bin. The ratio r of direct to inclusive photons is the only
t parameter. The t is limited to the mass range 0.09 < mee < 0.39 GeV/c
2 to ensure the
condition p2T;ee  m2ee. Both fLF and fdir are normalised such that they separately t the
data for mee < 0.04 GeV/c
2, because in this mass region the functional shapes of fLF and
fdir are essentially identical. In gure 17, the measured mee-dierential e
+e  cross section
is shown in the pT;ee range 3 < pT;ee < 4 GeV/c, together with the t result. The indi-
vidual components are plotted separately. The systematic uncertainties due to the model
dependence of the estimated e+e  yield from cc is evaluated by repeating the t with fHF
computed with the POWHEG generator and found to be below 0.75% in the full pT range.
The following sources of systematic uncertainty are considered: (1) the t range, (2)
the systematic uncertainties of the data, (3) the ones of the hadronic cocktail components,
and (4) the normalisation range. The t is thus repeated in dierent mass intervals between
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pT interval Upper limits at 90% C.L.
on R = 

inclusive=

decay
1 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c 1.035
1.5 < pT < 2 GeV/c 1.027
2 < pT < 3 GeV/c 1.030
3 < pT < 4 GeV/c 1.096
4 < pT < 8 GeV/c 1.197
Table 6. Upper limits at 90% C.L. on the ratio of inclusive to decay photon cross sections.
0.09 GeV/c2 and 0.39 GeV/c2. The corresponding uncertainty is found to be relevant only
in the pT intervals 2{3 GeV/c and 3{4 GeV/c. The uncertainty arising from the systematic
uncertainties of the data is evaluated by shifting all data points coherently to the upper
and lower limits of their systematic uncertainties and by repeating the t procedure. The
systematic uncertainties from the light-avour and heavy-avour cocktail components are
similarly estimated. The contribution of each light-avour dielectron source is moved sep-
arately to its upper and lower systematic uncertainties. The largest source of uncertainty
originates from the =0 ratio. In most of the pT;ee bins, this is the dominant source of
systematic uncertainties. Finally, fLF and fdir are normalised to the data in the range
0 < mee < 0.09 GeV/c
2 to evaluate the normalisation uncertainty. All systematic uncer-
tainties are added in quadrature to obtain the total systematic uncertainty. In gure 18,
the ratio of inclusive to decay photon cross sections, i.e.R = 

inclusive=

decay = 1=(1  r),
is shown as a function of pT. It is consistent with unity within the statistical and system-
atic uncertainties. Perturbative QCD calculations at NLO [102] performed with the CT10
PDFs [103{105] predict a small ratio of inclusive to decay photon cross sections over the
measured pT range, compatible with the measurements within uncertainties. The uncer-
tainty band of the calculation is given by the simultaneous variation of the factorisation,
renormalisation, and fragmentation scales (with 0:5pT < F < 2pT for the factorization
scale) used in the calculation. The upper limits at 90% condence level (C.L.) on R ,
extracted with the Feldman-Cousins method [106], are summarised in table. 6. Gaussian
distributions are assumed for statistical and systematic uncertainties, which are treated in-
dependently and summed in quadrature. The results are consistent with the R measured
in pp collisions at
p
s = 8 TeV with the real photon analysis performed by the ALICE
Collaboration [29].
6 Conclusion
A measurement of e+e  pair production at mid-rapidity (jej < 0.8) in minimum bias
pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV with ALICE at the LHC is shown. The results are presented as
a function of the invariant mass mee (0 < mee < 3.3 GeV/c
2) of the e+e  pair, its transverse
momentum pT;ee (0 < pT;ee < 8 GeV/c), and the pair transverse impact parameter DCAee.
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Figure 18. Ratio of inclusive to decay photon cross sections extracted from the dielectron spectra
measured in pp collisions at
p
s = 7 TeV. The results are compared with NLO pQCD calcula-
tions [102{105]. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are shown as vertical bars and boxes for
the data, respectively, and as a band for the NLO pQCD calculations.
The data are compared with a hadronic cocktail composed of the expected dielectron
cross sections from the known hadronic sources. The contributions from semileptonic de-
cays of heavy-avour hadrons are calculated with PYTHIA and POWHEG, and normalised
to the measured total cc and bb cross sections [93, 94]. The shape of the DCAee distri-
bution of each source is obtained using a full simulation of the ALICE detector. The
obtained DCAee templates are normalised to the cocktail calculations integrated over the
same mee and pT;ee range.
Overall good agreement between data and cocktail is observed for all mee, pT;ee, and
DCAee intervals considered. In the 
0 mass region (mee < 0.14 GeV/c
2), the comparison of
the measured DCAee distribution with the MC templates shows that the detector resolution
is well reproduced in the simulations. In the low-mass region (0.14 < mee < 1.1 GeV/c
2),
prompt and non-prompt contributions can be separated with the DCAee observable. In
the intermediate-mass region, 1.1 < mee < 2.7 GeV/c
2, the measured e+e  cross section is
dominated by correlated e+e  pairs from charm- and beauty-hadron decays. The cc and
bb total cross sections can be extracted from the data by a double-dierential t of the
measured spectra in (mee, pT;ee) and by tting the DCAee distribution in the IMR. Both
ts give consistent results within statistical and systematic uncertainties. The extracted
cross sections show a large model-dependence between PYTHIA and POWHEG by up to a
factor of two. In the J= mass region (2.7 < mee < 3.3 GeV/c
2), the measured DCAee- and
pT;ee-dierential cross sections are well described by the hadronic cocktail. The DCAee dis-
tribution is sensitive to the fraction fB of non-prompt J= originating from B-meson decays.
The data are consistent with the previously measured fB by the ALICE Collaboration [100].
In the quasi-real virtual-photon region, at low mass (mee < 0.4 GeV/c
2) and high
pT;ee (pT;ee > 1 GeV/c), the contribution of virtual direct photons is extracted from the data
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by tting the mee distributions in pT;ee bins. The extracted ratio of the inclusive-to-decay
photon cross sections is found to be consistent with predictions from pQCD calculations
at NLO [102{105] within statistical and systematic uncertainties.
The e+e  pair production will be further studied in pp, p Pb and Pb-Pb collisions
with the LHC Run 2 data, which are currently recorded, as well as with the expected
high-statistics data from the LHC Run 3 starting in 2021 [107{110]. In particular, the
measurement of the DCAee spectra in Run 3 will benet from the new Inner Tracking
System [110] with a smaller material budget and a resulting higher impact parameter
resolution, while the upgrade of the Time Projection Chamber will provide a signicant
increase of the statistics [108, 109].
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